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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) offer inherent packet redundancy since each
point within the network area is covered by more than one sensor node. This
phenomenon, which is known as sensors co-coverage, is used in this paper to
detect unauthenticated events. Unauthenticated event broadcasting in a WSN
imposes network congestion, worsens the packet loss rate, and increases the
network energy congestion. In the proposed method, the more the safe, the less
the unsafe (MSLU) method, each secure occurred event must be confirmed
by various sensor nodes; otherwise the event is dropped. Indeed, the proposed
method tends to forward event occurrence reports that are detected by various
sensor nodes. The proposed method is evaluated by means of simulation as
well as analytical modeling. A wide range of simulations, which are carried
out using NS-2, shows that the proposed method detects more than 85% of
unauthenticated events. This comes at the cost of the network end-to-end
delay of 20% because the proposed method does not impose delay on incoming
packets. In addition, the proposed method is evaluated by means of an analytical
model based on queuing networks. The model accurately estimates the network
performance utilizing the proposed unauthenticated event detection method.
© 2016 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

ireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been apW
plied on several aspects of human life such as
environmental monitoring, real-time target tracking,
health care, animals behavioral monitoring, etc [1–4].
WSNs consist several sensor nodes and one or several base stations. Sensor nodes are very limited in
hardware resources such as energy supply, processI This article is an extended version of an IKT’2015 paper.
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ing unit, memory, and wireless bandwidth [5]. Therefore, energy consumption plays very important role in
WSNs. Sensor nodes are established at environment
for event detection. Thus sensor nodes are activated
when an event occurs. Activated sensor nodes also
make an event occurrence report and transfer it to
the base station as real-time manner [6]. To the network energy consumption reduction, sensor nodes are
unable to make direct communication with the base
station. Therefore, multi-hop communication is natural in WSNs. Event detection and relay event occurrence reports within a specific environment to the base
station are the main duty of sensor nodes [7]. With
increase in WSNs applications, security and reliability
play important role on these networks [8].
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Harsh environmental conditions and a large number
of sensor nodes imply that WSNs are implemented
without any infrastructure [9]. Although, sensor nodes
are very limited in computing resources, so they cannot perform complex processing on incoming data. Of
course, event occurrence reports are usually as little
data packet which they show occurred event details
such as event location, event type, etc [10, 11]. On the
other hand, sensor nodes usually receive and relay an
event occurrence report toward the base station. This
phenomenon increases attacker nodes ability to transpire within the network and they make and broadcast
lot unauthenticated events into the network [12, 13].
After an unauthenticated event injection within the
network by attacker nodes, the network congestion
increases [12, 13]. Increase in the network congestion
leads to increase in number of packets lost and the
sensor nodes energy consumption. The sensor nodes
energy consumption is one of the most important parameters of Quality-of-Service (QoS) in WSNs. The
sensor nodes lifetime is dependent on their energy consumption. Thus, increase in the sensor nodes energy
consumption leads to the sensor nodes death. With increase in the number of sensor nodes death, all points
of the network may not be covered by sensor nodes. In
fact the network coverage and the network lifetime are
dependent on the network energy consumption. However, unauthenticated event broadcasting increases
the network congestion as well as the network energy
consumption.
Sensor nodes cannot perform complex processing
on the incoming packets to unauthenticated events
detection and elimination, due to constraint in their
computing resource. Of course, limitation in the sensor nodes hardware resources such as transceiver unit
and memory lead to they cannot make and transfer
big data packets [6]. Thus data packets must not be
equipped with a large number of redundant bits to
unauthenticated events detection. Indeed, unauthenticated events detection with redundant bits is not
suitable for WSNs. In this regard, researchers can find
attacker nodes and do not let them to broadcast unauthenticated packets within the network instead unauthenticated packets detection [14]. Because WSNs are
event driven and very redundant [15], therefore the
number of event occurrence reports behalf various
source nodes can be an efficient parameter to unauthenticated events detection, i.e., an event occurrence
report with various source nodes is reliable and an
event occurrence report with one source node is unreliable, with high probability.
In this paper an efficient method to defense against
unauthenticated events broadcasting attacks in a
WSN is proposed. The proposed method tries to rec-
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ognize compromised nodes instead of unauthenticated
events detection. The proposed method monitors sensor nodes activity to find attacker nodes. The proposed method acts based on the More the Safe, the
Less the Unsafe, MSLU, policy for unauthenticated
events detection. This policy considers the network
is k-coverage wherein each point within the network
is covered by more than one sensor node. Based on
MSLU policy, event occurrence reports with various
source nodes are reliable and event occurrence reports
with a sensor node in unreliable with high probably.
The proposed method without need to packet processing performs recognition of unauthenticated events
and it does not allow unauthenticated events injection
within the network by compromised nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the background and related work.
In Section 3 the proposed unauthenticated events detection method is explained. Our proposed analytical model has been offered in Section 4. Simulation
results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 obtained results and future work
are explained.

2

Related Work

WSNs are established at environment without any infrastructure. This phenomenon implies that several
security attacks such as collision attack [16], unintelligent replay attack [12], unauthenticated broadcast
attack [12], full domination attack [12], exhaustion attack [12], intelligent jamming attack [12, 17] threaten
these networks. Unauthenticated broadcast attack is
one of the most common security attacks in WSNs. Increase in the network congestion is the main purpose
of the unauthenticated broadcast attack. Increase in
the network congestion leads to the network energy
consumption as well as increasing the posibility ofpackets lost. Recently, researchers have proposed several
methods to detect unauthenticated events.
Unauthenticated events broadcasting attack is such
MAC security attack in WSNs. In this case, compromised nodes broadcast a large number of unauthenticated events within the network to increase in network
congestion as well as the network energy consumption.
Unauthenticated events may be created and propagated as hello message or spurious event occurrence
report [10]. The base station can distinguish unauthenticated events, but sensor nodes are unable to distinguish between original and unauthenticated events.
Because wanderer packets within WSN are very small
data packets which contain small information such as
node ID or event occurrence report. On the other hand,
sensor nodes are very limited in computing resources,
so they cannot perform complex processing on incoming packets to recognize unauthenticated events.
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In [18] a hop-by-hop filtering method has been proposed. In this method each node decrypts and encrypts
the received data by gathering information from its
next and pervious hops. However, the false data may
be detected after passing from several hops and this
phenomenon increases the network energy consumption. In [19] every node is equipped with some symmetric keys. In this regard, when an event occurs several neighborhood nodes of occurred event collaborate
with each other to make an encrypted event occurrence report. This scheme focuses to improve filtering
efficiency with a complex coding method. Therefore,
complex coding method requires the powerful computing resources in sensor nodes. In [11] a method
based on multipath data transferring scheme to unauthenticated events detection and filtering has been
proposed, EEMDTS. EEMDTS method uses redundancy in routing algorithms as multipath routing to
prevent access of event information by a compromised
node. A method based on filtering scheme has been
proposed in [10]. This method filters unauthenticated
events based on the geographical information and the
neighbor nodes information. A method for defending
against denial-of-sleep attack has been offered in [12].
This method classifies denial-of-sleep attack based on
attackers knowledge of MAC layer. A Virtual Energy
Based Encryption and Keying, VEBEK, has been offered in [20]. VEBEK uses the residual energy of sensor nodes to data encryption on forwarded packets.
Indeed, VEBEK encrypts transferred packets to unauthenticated events detection by sensor nodes. In [16]
a method for collision attack has been proposed. In
collision attack, compromised node causes network
congestion and does not allow packet transmission by
its neighbors. In [21] a secure MAC protocol has been
proposed which acts based on CTS/RTS mechanism.
In [22] a method to attack detection has been proposed which uses neural network to attack detection.
A Dynamic En-route Filtering, DEF, has been proposed in [23]. DEF uses redundancy along forwarded
packets as authentication keys. Then, receiver node
can detect and drop unauthenticated event by authentication keys. The more related methods are very dependent on transferred packets. Dependency on data
packets to recognize unauthenticated events increases
the sensor node energy consumption as well as using powerful computing and processing resources. To
improve the network performance, attacker nodes detection based on nodes behavior within the network is
more efficient than unauthenticated events detection.

3

Unauthenticated Event Detection
Method

In this section, we first introduce the more the safe, the
less the unsafe, MSLU, policy and then we discuss the

sensor nodes model, and our method to detect unauthenticated events within the network, respectively.
3.1

The More Safe, The Less Unsafe Policy

Reliability and performance such as energy consumption, message delay and hardware resources usage
are the most important parameters to develop a protocol for WSNs. WSNs application require different
levels of reliability, for example health and military
WSN applications require message authentication &
integrity [24]. Thus this section proposes a policy to
make reliable data transferring in various applications
of WSNs. In more WSNs applications, these networks
act as a real-time and event driven network. Hence,
we have assume a network that includes more sensor
nodes and a base station in the network architecture.
Therefore, more sensor nodes are distributed at environment to detect occurred events and report them to
the base station. Also, we have assumed that these networks are very redundant such that each point within
the network is covered by several sensor nodes. After each event occurrence, several sensor nodes detect
and report it to the base station. An event occurrence
report is reached to the base station as multi-hop communications manner by passing several intermediate
nodes. In fact traffic pattern in a WSN is as many
to one, i.e., several sensor nodes detect and report
an event to a base station. This phenomenon leads
to after each event occurrence, several same event
occurrence reports behalf various source nodes are
transferred to the base station. In this regard, the
reliable event occurrence report must be made and reported by various source nodes. Natural redundancy
and the network k-coverage are available solutions
to increase the network security and reliability. We
have used this approach to propose the More the Safe,
the Less the Unsafe, MSLU, policy. In MSLU policy,
event occurrence reports with various source nodes
are reliable with high probably. Of course, unauthenticated events are made and injected within the network by a source node with high probability. Indeed
MSLU considers that WSN is very redundant and it
is k-coverage [25]. Figure 1, shows the network traffic
after an occurred event. Based on this figure, sensor
nodes that are inside occurred event radius detect and
report it to the base station. This figure shows an
occurred event that is considered as a reliable event
by MSLU policy. MSLU acts based on natural redundancy in WSNs. This strategy leads to MSLU without
requiring to impose computing cost in network detects
attacker nodes. Therefore, in MSLU policy, reliable
routing protocols do not require redundant code to
false data detection. Because, MSLU policy tries to
detect attacker nodes and it prevents packet injection
within the network from attacker nodes. Of course,
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Figure 2. Structure of a typically sensor node [26].

of an occurred event are reached to a sensor node. Of
course, the remaining incoming packets of input buffer
are used to calculate p parameter. Proposed method
tends to forward event occurrence reports that various
sensor nodes are source of them.
Figure 1. Traffic pattern in a WSN after an occurred event.

MSLU policy monitors sensor nodes behavior within
the network and it controls transferring rate of sensor
nodes to unauthenticated event detection.
3.2

Unauthenticated Events Detection

We use MSLU policy to propose an efficient method for
an unauthenticated event detection and elimination.
Our proposed method considers each sensor node
has two input/output buffers to receive and forward
the packets, according to Figure 2. The packets after
arriving to a sensor node are placed into the input
buffer. The incoming packets are serviced as first
come-first served, FCFS, policy. Therefore, transferred
packets are reached to output buffer and then they
are sent to next hop. After forereach of packet service
time in input buffer, the sensor node transfers it with
1−p probability. The sensor node does not transfer the
packet and drops it with p probability . Of course, p
parameter is a threshold value that it shows probability
that incoming packet is an unauthenticated event or
an authenticated packet. p parameter is calculated for
each incoming packet based on MSLU policy. Thus p
probability plays an important role in the proposed
method for unauthenticated event detection.
After each event occurrence, several same packets
are reached to input buffer of sensor nodes. These packets contain a little information about newly occurred
event. Incoming packets show an occurred event report within the network. We assume that sensor nodes
can distinguish among incoming packets, according to
their source nodes. Each activated node imposes delay
on the first incoming packet, until its input buffer be
empty. When input buffer of activated node is empty
then proposed method makes decision about the occurred event, i.e., the packet must be dropped or forwarded. In this regard, the occurred event transfers
with 1 − p probability and it drops with p probability.
Therefore, proposed method makes decision about the
first incoming packet, because several same packets
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The proposed method considers that the network is
k−coverage, so after each event occurrence k packets
of a newly occurred event are reached to a sensor
node. The proposed method imposes delay to the
first incoming packet as long as k packets service
time. Departure packets change on p parameter based
on their source node. When input buffer is empty,
the proposed method makes decision about newly
occurred event, i.e., the proposed method transfers
or removes event occurrence report. p parameter is
calculated by Equation (1).
Re

p = e− Pe

(1)

where, Re is reward parameter of newly occurred event
and Pe is penalty level of newly occurred event. After
packets of a newly occurred event reach to input buffer
of sensor nodes then these packets are serviced respectively. The proposed method penalizes repetitive packets and it rewards non repetitive packets. Indeed, if a
received packet has been processed by the proposed
method, then penalty parameter changes as Equation
(3). This case shows that sensor node received a repetitive packet. Repetitive packets have same source node.
On the other hand, if received packet had not seen yet,
then proposed method rewards it as Equation (2).
Re = Re + 1

(2)

P e = Pe + 1

(3)

Initially that a newly event occurs and input buffer
of sensor nodes is empty, Re and Pe are as Equation
(4) and Equation (5).
Re = 1

(4)

Pe = 1

(5)

The pseudo-code of the proposed method is shown in
1. According to this Algorithm, the proposed method
makes decision about each event occurrence report
based on MSLU policy, i.e., a newly occurred event
must be reported to the base station or it must not
inject within the network. Each event occurrence report that has been made by a source node, with high
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probably is an unauthenticated event. Thus, the proposed method reduces its forwarding chance, i.e., the
proposed method penalizes these event occurrence reports. On the other hand, event occurrence reports
with various source nodes are rewarded by the proposed method. Indeed, the proposed method increases
their forwarding chance.
The proposed method detects unauthenticated
events based on the more the safe, the less the unsafe policy. Thus, the proposed method considers
that packets of an occurred event on behalf of a
source node are unauthenticated events with high
probably . The proposed method transfers an event
occurrence report toward the base station with 1 − p
probability and drops it with probability p. Indeed,
the proposed method detects unauthenticated events
with p probability. The proposed method considers
WSN is k−coverage and the network acts as event
driven and real time manner. In fact, the proposed
method considers after each event occurrence, several
data packets are made and transferred toward the
base station. The proposed method tends to forward
event occurrence reports with various source nodes
and it does not tend to forward event occurrence
reports with less source nodes. Indeed, the proposed
method monitors nodes behavior to attacker nodes
detection and does not allow packets injection within
the network from attacker nodes.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the proposed method.
Input: k packets of a newly occurred event
Output: Event occurrence transferring or removing
Pe ← 1;
Re ← 1;
When input buffer is not empty
Begin
if received packet is repetitive then
P e ← Pe + 1
else
Re ← Re + 1
end if
End R
e
p ← e− Pe
re ← a random number between 0 and 1
if re ≤ p then
Event occurrence report must be removed
else
Event occurrence report must be sent
end if

4

Analytical Modeling

Multi-hop communications from environment to the
base station results in a layered WSN. In a layered
WSN, sensor nodes are located on 0-th layer and the
base station is located on l-th layer. Therefore, inter-

mediate nodes are located from 1st layer to l − 1-th
layer. WSNs can be shown and evaluated as multilayer model. The proposed analytical model evaluates
our proposed method based on an analytical multilayer model. In Section 3, we have offered a method
for unauthenticated event detection in a redundant
wireless sensor network. The proposed method considers each point within the network is covered by at
least k sensor nodes. The probability of a network to
be k-coverage is discussed in Equations (6) and (7).
z=

πrs2
Ns

(6)
(

P [network to be k − coverage] =

ζ
1

if ζ 6 1
(7)
if ζ > 1


where ζ = nk × z k × (1 − z n−k ), Ns is the network
space, rs is sense radius of sensor nodes, and n is number of sensor nodes within the network. The proposed
method can be modeled as a network of queues as
shown in Figure 3. We have proposed this model in [4].
Based on multi-hop communication pattern in WSNs,
the proposed model shows a WSN in l layers. Sensor
nodes are in 0-th layer and the base station is located
in l-th layer. Therefore, sensor nodes within 1st layer
and l − 1 -th layer are intermediate nodes from environment to the base station. By our proposed method,
an unauthenticated event report is detected in 0-th
layer with high probably. In fact, one hop neighborhood of an occurred event plays very important role
to detect an unauthenticated event in the proposed
method. Thus, the proposed method considers 0-th
layer is unsafe. Indeed, after unauthenticated event
reports filtering in 0-th layer, authenticated event reports are reached to the base station by intermediate
nodes.
Input queue of sensor nodes capacity has large impact on the proposed method performance. The proposed analytical model evaluates input queues capacity versus the proposed method performance. The proposed method performance is considered as unauthenticated events detection. We evaluate this parameter
in unsafe part of the network, i.e. 0-th layer denotes
unsafe part. Packets arrival rate to input queue of
the sensor node in 0-th layer, λIB 0 , is calculated by
Equation (8).
(8)
λIB 0 = k × λ
where λ is event occurrence rate (event/time unit).
Packet departure rate from input queue of sensor
nodes within 0-th layer is calculated by Equation (9).
XT

IB0

= λIB 0 × (1 − PIB 0 )

(9)

Input queue of sensor nodes have finite capacity that
are modeled as an M/M/1/K queue. Thus PIB 0 is
the probability of an input queue being filled that is
calculated by Equations (10) and (11).
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Figure 3. Proposed Model.

r=

λIB
µ

0

(10)

(1 − r) × rB
(11)
1 − rB+1
where µ is mean packet service time and B is input
queue capacity. Departure packets from input queues
are transferred to the base station with p probability.
Equation (12) calculates the sensor node transfer rate
in 0-th layer, XS 0 .
PIB

XS

0

0

=

= (1 − p) × XT

IB0

(12)

We evaluate input queue capacity, B, versus probability of unauthenticated events detection. Input queue
capacity, B, has direct relationship with probability
of unauthenticated event detection. However, an input queue with more capacity increases the network
end to end delay. Equation (13) calculates the number of false packets that report an unauthenticated
event within input queue of the sensor node in 0-th
layer. Parameter zc denotes percentage of compromised nodes within the network. Based on Equation
(13), unauthenticated event rate is proportional with
percentage of compromised nodes. In fact, compromised nodes inject more unauthenticated event reports within the network and increase input queue
incoming ratio. Therefore, number of unauthenticated
event reports into the input queues is one of the most
important parameters to unauthenticated event detection by the proposed method.
 
B
P [α = B] =
× zcα × (1 − zc )B−α
(13)
α
where α is number of false packets within input queue.
The proposed method detects an unauthenticated
event based on number of its source nodes. Based on
Equation (1), incoming packets with same source node
increase probability of unauthenticated event detection. α > B2 decreases the probability of event occurrence forwarding by sensor node in 0-th layer. Therefore, the proposed method tends to forward event occurrence reports with α < B2 . Also, when α = B2 the
proposed method sends or does not send event occurrence report with same probability. Figure 4, shows
probability of unauthenticated event detection, p, versus parameter B based on Equation (13). We consider
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α = b B2 c and parameter zc is 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
50% and 60% respectively. In Figure 4, probability of
unauthenticated event detection, p, has been calculated by Equations (14) and (15). Equation (14) comes
from Equation (1), i.e. ve is reward parameter and α
is penalty parameter. In Equation (15), parameter k
denotes the network k−coverage and XT IB0 is packet
departure rate from input queue of sensor nodes (See
Equation 9). Our proposed method is dependent on
incoming packets into input queue of sensor nodes.
Therefore, number of compromised nodes has direct
relationship with number of false packets incoming
rate within input queue. When number of false packets
and reliable packets within input queue are balanced,
our proposed method has inefficient performance to
unauthenticated event detection (See Figure 4.b to
Figure 4.e). On the other hand, more reliable packets
or more false packets within input queue increases or
decreases event occurrence report forwarding chance
respectively (See Figure 4.a and Figure 4.f). Therefore,
we consider α = b B2 c in Figure 4. Thus in Figure 4,
two even & odd continuous points has same value in α
parameter, i.e., α in 8 and 9 points is equal to 4. However in 9 point number of reliable packets in incoming
queue are 5 packets and false packets are 4 packets as
result probability of unauthenticated event detection
in 9 point is greater than 8 point. This phenomenon
leads to the zigzag behavior of the curves in Figure 4.
(
η if η 6 1
p=
(14)
1 if η > 1
ve

× P [α = B] × e− α and
(
B − α if B 6 2k
ve =
k
if B > 2k

where η = XT

IB0

(15)

According to Figure 4, it can be seen that increase in
input buffer size, B, leads to an increase in probability
of unauthenticated event detection, p. In fact the input
buffer size, B, has direct relationship with probability
of unauthenticated event detection, p With increase
in the input buffer size, B, more false packets of an
unauthenticated event can be reached to input buffer’
sensor nodes. Therefore, α > B2 increases parameter p.
On the other hand, B = 2k is a threshold value that
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Figure 4. Input buffer capacity vs. Unauthenticated event detection.

parameter p is increasing here. However, sensor nodes
are very limited on their hardware resources. Thus,
based on our proposed analytical model, B = 2k is
an acceptable value for input buffer size, B.

5

Experimental Results

In this section, the proposed method performance is
evaluated via NS-2.35 simulator. Different parameters
of simulation are presented in Table 1. Communication
parameters for WSN are adopted based . Also, the general parameters required for energy consumption are
adopted from . In Table 1, erx is the energy consumed
by electronic circuit for receiving or forwarding one bit
of data, etx is the energy consumed by sender node for
forwarding one packet and ea is energy consumption
for alive state of sensor nodes. eatt is energy consumption of sensor nodes for unauthenticated event detection. Because, the proposed method does not process
packets to unauthenticated event detection, eatt in
the proposed method is equal to erx . WSNs are event
driven network which after each event occurrence the
network traffic increases. Thus, the network traffic is
dependent on event occurrence rate. In Table 1, λ is
event occurrence rate (event/time unit). Filtering efficiency is defined as the percentage of unauthenticated
events which to be filtered within a specified number

Table 1. Simulation Parameters.
Terrain

1000m × 1000m

Node Number

500

Radio Range

250 m

Sim Time

100 S

Initial Node Energy

1000 J

Propagation Model

Two Ray

Number of
compromised nodes

20-30%

λ

2 event/s

erx

0.1µJ

etx

0.33µJ

ea

0.05µJ

eatt

0.1µJ

of nodes effectively . The proposed method detects
unauthenticated events based on MSLU policy. In the
proposed method, if a compromised node broadcasts
a lot of unauthenticated events, first its one-hop neighborhood detects it. Therefore, one-hop neighborhood
does not allow to be propagated more unauthenticated events. Figure 5, shows filtring efficiency of the
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proposed method with previous methods EMDTS ,
DEF , VEBEK . According to Figure 5, it can be seen
that the proposed method filtrs 88% unauthenticated
events within 2 nodes. EEMDTS filters 60% of unauthenticated events within 2 nodes, VEBEK filters 50%
of unauthenticated events within 2 nodes and DEF
filters 47% of unauthenticated events within 2 nodes.
However, EEMDTS filters 95% of unauthenticated
events within 5 nodes, VEBEK filters 90% of unauthenticated events within 10 nodes and DEF filters 90%
of unauthenticated events within 12 nodes. Figure 6,
shows the average number of nodes that unauthenticated events are transferred versus number of compromised nodes. Because, in the proposed method one
hop neighbor of compromised node plays important
role to unauthenticated event detection, so increase
in number of compromised nodes in the network no
effect on number of receiver nodes of unauthenticated
event. Therefore, in proposed method the number of
traveled nodes by unauthenticated event is identical
versus number of compromised nodes.

Figure 5. Unauthenticated event filtering efficiency.

Figure 6. Number of hops traveled by unauthenticated event
vs. compromised node.

Our proposed method is compared with a deterministic approach. In a deterministic approach, an
occurred event is considered as an unauthenticated
event if there are i false packets of newly occurred
event within input queue of sensor nodes. Figure 7,
shows packets distribution into input queue of sensor nodes after each event occurrence. In this figure,
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input queue of sensor nodes capacity, B, is five packets. After each event occurrence, several sensor nodes
that have detected the occurred event transfer event
occurrence report to the base station immediately.
Therefore, compromised nodes always inject more
false packets within the network. Thus reliable event
occurrence reports and false packets are reached to
input queue of sensor nodes to gather. False and reliable packets are reached to input queue of sensor
nodes randomly. Number of false and reliable incoming packets within an input queue of sensor node are
different according to Figure 7. On the other hand,
if input queue is to be filled, false or reliable packets
cannot reach to input queue and they are eliminated.
In a deterministic approach, we consider an occurred
event is unauthenticated event if number of false packets within input queues is greater than 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
packets. Table 2, shows deterministic and probabilistic comparison to reliable event forwarding by a sensor
node. The probabilistic approach uses the proposed
method to send/remove an occurred event report.
Our proposed method is compared with a deterministic approach in remain scenarios . In these scenarios dp
is deterministic parameter to filter unauthenticated
events. Therefore, input queue capacity, B, is 10 packets in remain scenarios. Figure 8, shows amount of
the network energy consumption to unauthenticated
events detection with a deterministic approach and
our proposed method. The proposed method filters
unauthenticated events efficiently. Of course, the proposed method filters more number of unauthenticated
events by one-hop neighbor of compromised nodes. In
this case, the network congestion does not increase
by unauthenticated events. Therefore, the proposed
method aggregates redundant packets of an occurred
event. Thus, the proposed method reduces the network traffic as well as the network energy consumption. On the other hand, in deterministic approach
sensor nodes remove more incoming packets with increase in number of compromised nodes. Large number of packets removing from input queue decreases
the network energy consumption in deterministic approach. Figure 9, shows packets delivery ratio to the
base station versus the number of compromised nodes.
Compromised nodes increase the network congestion
by increase in the number of unauthenticated events
injection within the network. Of course, in the proposed method, input queue of sensor nodes has limited capacity. Thus, it is possible that several data
packets cannot reach to input queue of sensor node
and they are eliminated when input queue is filled.
In our proposed method, packet delivery ratio to the
base station decreases, when the network congestion
increases. Therefore, large number packets removing
from input queue leads to decrease packet delivery
ratio by a deterministic approach. On the other hand,
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Figure 7. Packets distribution in input queue of sensor nodes after an event occurrence.
Table 2. Deterministic and Probabilistic Approach Comparison.
Deterministic Approach

Probabilistic Approach

Deterministic Parameter (DP)

Authenticated Event
Forwarding [%]

1

2

3

4

5

16.5

33

49.5

66

83

Figure 7.a Figure 7.b Figure 7.c Figure 7.d Figure 7.e Figure 7.f
15

32

52

73

91

99

the proposed method can recognize and eliminate
more unauthenticated events within the network. Figure 10, shows number of compromised nodes versus
filtering efficiency. In our proposed method, increase
in number of compromised nodes leads to increase in
event occurrence report elimination, i.e., parameter p
increases here. Besides, in a deterministic approach
with decrease in parameter dp a reliable event must
be authenticated by more sensor nodes. Although,
when dp = 3 a reliable event is forwarded if more
than seven authenticated packets are reached to input queue. This phenomenon decreases reliable event
occurrence forwarding chance as well as filtering efficiency. Figure 1, shows the number of compromised
nodes versus the network end to end delay. Based on
this figure, it can be seen that increase in number of
compromised nodes leads to increase in the network
end to end delay. More compromised nodes within the
network increase the network traffic as well as the network congestion. Thus, the network congestion leads
to increase in the network end to end delay. However,
excessive packets removing decreases the network congestion as well as the network end-to-end delay in the
deterministic approach.

Figure 8. The network energy consumption vs. number of
compromised nodes.

6

Figure 9. Packet delivery ratio vs. number of compromised
nodes.

Conclusion

Wireless sensor networks are threatened by various
security attacks. Because, these networks are established at harsh environment and the network operates
without any surveillance. In this case, unauthenticated
events propagation within the network to increase in
the network energy consumption is a popular attack

in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, an efficient
method based on the more the safe, the less the unsafe policy to unauthenticated events recognition and
dropping was proposed. The more the safe, the less
the unsafe policy considers the network is redundant
and k-coverage. Thus each reliable event must be de-
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Figure 10. Filtering efficiency vs. compromised nodes.

Figure 11. The network end-to-end delay vs. compromised
nodes.

tected and reported by several sensor nodes. Therefore, lot transferring packets from a source node are
unauthenticated events with high probably. The proposed method tends to inject event occurrence reports
within the network that they are reported by various
source nodes. Of course, the proposed method tries to
recognize comprised nodes and filter their transferring
packets instead false data detection.
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